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DON issues notice of intent to issue a modification to NMCI CoSC 
 

Arlington, Va. - The Department of the Navy (DON) announced a notice of intent to issue a sole source contract 
modification to the Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) Continuity of Services Contract (CoSC) on Federal Business 
Opportunities (FBO) on Feb. 20.  
 
If issued, the contract modification with Hewlett Packard Enterprise Services would provide the DON the ability to 
increase the contract ceiling by as much as $1.2 billion and includes an option(s) to extend NMCI CoSC services 
from April 30, 2014 to Sept. 30, 2014, according to the FBO post available at  
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=59be0c35954ba1e4a76cb82e625267ef&tab=core&_c
view=0 
 
Based on current requirements, the DON estimates the NMCI CoSC contract ceiling amount of $4.9 billion will be 
exceeded in September 2013. The notice of intent provides the opportunity to increase the ceiling by as much as 
$1.2 billion, which could increase the contract ceiling from $4.9 billion to a new ceiling of $6.1 billion. 
 
In addition to the increase in the contract ceiling, the notice of intent includes potential contract option(s) to 
extend NMCI CoSC services to Sept. 30, 2014 to ensure the DON can complete the transition to the Next 
Generation Enterprise Network (NGEN). The contract option(s) would be exercised only if the transition to NGEN is 
delayed. The estimated award date of the NGEN contract(s) for transport and enterprise services is May 2013.  
Currently, the services provided through NMCI CoSC end on April 30, 2014. 
 
“The DON is keeping all of its options open by considering the possibility of extending the contract,” said Ed Austin, 
spokesman for the Program Executive Office for Enterprise Information Systems. “At this time, a decision has not 
been made to extend the contract. The Federal Business Opportunities posting does not obligate the government 
to take action. It is a prudent step that allows the DON to manage potential changes associated with the NGEN 
acquisition and transition. Any interruption in network services during the acquisition and transition to NGEN is not 
acceptable.” 
 
At this time, the Continuing Resolution and possibility of sequestration have not impacted NMCI CoSC services. 
However, it is unclear how they might impact the NMCI CoSC in the future. 
 
For more information pertaining to NGEN contact Ed Austin, PEO-EIS Public Affairs Officer at 703-604-4380.  
 

### 

 

About the Program Executive Office for Enterprise Information Systems 
The Program Executive Office for Enterprise Information Systems (PEO EIS) oversees a portfolio of enterprise-wide 
information technology (IT) programs designed to enable common business processes and provide standard IT 
capabilities to Sailors at sea, Marines in the field and their support systems. Established in the spring of 2006, the 
PEO ensures these programs maximize value to the warfighter by balancing cost with the capability delivered to 
the end user. 
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PEO-EIS — Connecting Programs, People and Possibilities to Deliver Mission Support Systems 

 
About the Naval Enterprise Networks 
The Naval Enterprise Networks (NEN) Program Office manages the acquisition life-cycle of the Department of the 
Navy’s (DON) enterprise-wide Information Technology (IT) networks. NEN’s portfolio includes the Navy Marine 
Corps Intranet (NMCI), the Base Level Information Infrastructure (BLII) for the Outside of the Continental United 
States (OCONUS) Navy Enterprise Network (ONE-Net) and the Next Generation Enterprise Network (NGEN). NEN 
unifies the Navy’s terrestrial networks and data management to improve capability and service while saving 
significant dollars by focusing efforts under one program office and one enterprise network construct. 
 
About the Navy Marine Corps Intranet 
The Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) is the Department of the Navy’s (DON) shore-based enterprise network in 
the continental United States and Hawaii, providing a single integrated, secure information technology (IT) 
environment for reliable, stable information transfer. NMCI represents about 70 percent of all DON IT operations 
and is second only to the Internet in size. NMCI revolutionized the way the DON does business in both classified 
and unclassified environments. It brought standardization to network operations, data security, technical support 
and real-time communications across every level of the Navy and Marine Corps by establishing common hardware, 
software and operating systems. As a result, the DON achieved: Increased productivity, greater interoperability 
and enhanced Information Assurance (IA) security.  
 
About the Next Generation Enterprise Network 
The Next Generation Enterprise Network (NGEN) represents the continuous evolution of the Department of the 
Navy’s (DON) enterprise networks and will provide secure, net-centric data and services to the Navy and Marine 
Corps personnel. NGEN is the follow-on acquisition approach to providing enterprise network services that were 
originally consolidated in 2000 under the Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) contract, which is considered the U.S. 
government’s largest information technology (IT) outsourcing program, providing IT services to 800,000 Navy and 
Marine Corps users. The goals during the transition from NMCI to NGEN are to maintain continuity of services, 
provide an increased level of Government control, maintain information security, remain within fiscal parameters 
and minimize time to transition to NGEN. 
 


